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Abstract
Replication of tombusviruses, small plus-strand RNA viruses of plants, is regulated by cis-acting elements present in the viral RNA. The
role of cis-acting elements can be studied in vitro by using a partially purified RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) preparation
obtained from tombusvirus-infected plants (Nagy, P.D., and Pogany, J. 2000, Virology 276, 279– 288). Here, we demonstrate that the
minus-strand RNA of tombusviruses contains, in addition to the 3-terminal minimal plus-strand initiation promoter, a second cis-acting
element, termed the promoter proximal enhancer (PPE). The PPE element enhanced RNA synthesis by almost threefold from the adjacent
minimal promoter in the in vitro assay. The sequence of the PPE element is 70% similar to the minimal promoter, suggesting that sequence
duplication of the minimal promoter may have been the mechanism leading to the generation of the PPE. Consistent with this proposal,
replacement of the PPE element with the minimal promoter, which resulted in a perfectly duplicated promoter region, preserved its
enhancer-like function. In contrast, mutagenesis of the PPE element or its replacement with an artificial G/C-rich sequence abolished its
stimulative effect on initiation of RNA synthesis in vitro. In vivo experiments are also consistent with the role of the PPE element in
enhancement of tombusvirus replication. Sequence comparison of several tombusviruses and related carmoviruses further supports the
finding that duplication of minimal promoter sequences may have been an important mechanism during the evolution of cis-acting elements
in tombusviruses and related RNA viruses.
© 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Replication of tombusviruses is an efficient process that
includes complementary (minus-strand) RNA synthesis on
the plus-strand templates, followed by plus-strand RNA
synthesis on the minus-strand intermediates. The replication
process leads to excess amounts of plus-strand progenies
over the minus-strand intermediates (Buck, 1996, 1999;
Kao et al., 2001; Ahlquist, 2002). The viral RNA is thought
to function not only as a template during replication, but it
may also play a role in regulation of RNA synthesis. Var-
ious cis-acting elements present on the RNA, both plus- and
minus-stranded, are known to affect the level of RNA syn-
thesis. These include the core promoter sequences, which
determine the site of initiation of complementary RNA
synthesis (Havelda et al., 1997; Panavas et al., 2002a,
2002b), and a replication enhancer-like sequence located at
an internal position (Ray and White, 1999). It is assumed
that the above regulatory sequences are recognized by the
viral-coded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)
and/or other replication factors (Buck, 1996, 1999; Kao et
al., 2001; Lai, 1998; Nagy et al., 1999).
Tombusviruses, including Tomato bushy stunt virus
(TBSV) and Cucumber necrosis virus (CNV), have 4.8
kb, single-component plus-strand RNA genomes that are
directly translated into replicase proteins p33 and p92 (Fig.
1) (Russo et al., 1994; Scholthof et al., 1995). Tombusvirus
infections frequently contain defective interfering (DI)
RNAs that are derived entirely from the genomic RNA. The
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most common DI RNAs contain four short noncontiguous
segments of the genomic RNA (Fig. 1) (Hillman et al.,
1987; Rochon, 1991; Burgyan et al., 1991; Finnen and
Rochon, 1993; Chang et al., 1995). Since they have small
sizes, and yet they must contain essential cis-acting ele-
ments, DI RNAs are excellent templates to study RNA
replication in vivo and in vitro (White and Morris, 1999;
Nagy and Pogany, 2000).
Previous work has revealed that the tombusvirus RdRp is
capable of de novo initiation of complementary RNA syn-
thesis on selected plus- or minus-stranded RNAs of tom-
busviruses in vitro (Nagy and Pogany, 2000; Panavas et al.,
2002a). Detailed characterization of minimal sequences re-
quired for plus-strand RNA synthesis on the minus-stranded
RNA templates has demonstrated that the 3-terminal 11-nt
sequence constitutes the “core” promoter sequence that is
conserved among tombusviruses and their associated DI and
satellite RNAs. The minimal plus-strand initiation promoter
for TBSV (termed complementary promoter or cPR11, Fig.
1) is sufficient to direct de novo initiation from its 3-
terminal cytidylate. Short core promoter sequences for plus-
strand synthesis have also been characterized in vitro for
Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) (Guan et al., 1997) and Brome
mosaic virus (BMV) (Sivakumaran and Kao, 1999).
In this article we show that a replication enhancer is
present adjacent to the 3-terminal core promoter in the
minus-strand of a tombusvirus. Using an in vitro assay with
the partially purified tombusvirus RdRp, we demonstrate
that the promoter proximal replication enhancer can stimu-
late plus-strand synthesis by almost threefold. Interestingly,
the sequence of the replication enhancer region is similar to
the sequence of the minimal promoter, suggesting that se-
quence duplication at the 3 end of minus strands may have
contributed to the evolution of cis-acting elements in tom-
busviruses (Fig. 1). This model was supported by the in
vitro results obtained with a duplicated minimal promoter
sequence, which supported approximately threefold higher
level of RNA synthesis from the 3 end of the template than
the minimal promoter in vitro. Overall, our results suggest
that duplication of core promoter sequences can be an effi-
cient and straightforward way for some RNA viruses to
enhance the “strength” of their promoters.
Results
Comparison of extended and minimal promoter sequences
for plus-strand synthesis
Using an in vitro assay with a partially purified tombus-
virus RdRp, we have previously defined that the 3-terminal
11-nt sequence in the tombusvirus minus-strand RNA can
serve as a minimal promoter (termed cPR11, Fig. 1, Panavas
et al., 2002a) for plus-strand synthesis. However, an ex-
tended 3-terminal minus-strand sequence that included a
28-nt-long 3-terminal sequence (termed the extended pro-
moter or cPR28, Fig. 1) drove plus-strand synthesis almost
threefold more efficiently than the core cPR11 promoter did
(Panavas et al., 2002a). Importantly, initiation of RNA syn-
thesis occurred at the 3-terminal cytidylate for both the
minimal and the extended promoter sequences (schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 1B). Based on these observations, we
propose that cPR28 sequence may contain two functionally
distinct regions: (i) the 3-terminal 11-nt core promoter [i.e.,
cPR11, defined previously by Panavas et al. (2002a)], and
(ii) an adjacent element, which may act as an up-regulator of
RNA synthesis (i.e., an RNA replication enhancer). We
term this putative RNA replication enhancer as the promoter
proximal enhancer (PPE) element. Interestingly, the se-
quence of the PPE element in cPR28 is 70% similar to the
sequence of cPR11 (Fig. 2). The similarities between the
PPE element and cPR11 include the following: (i) both
elements contain a 3 U/C(C) sequence, (ii) which are fol-
lowed by a 4-nt-long A/U-rich stretch, and (iii) then there is
a 3- to 5-nt-long purine-rich stretch (marked as A/G, Fig. 2).
Since the sequence of PPE is 70% similar to that of cPR11,
we propose that the PPE element may have been derived
from a sequence duplication event that resulted in an ex-
Fig. 1. A putative promoter proximal enhancer is located within the
extended plus-strand initiation promoter in tombusviruses. (A) Schematic
representation of the RNA genomes of a typical tombusvirus (TBSV; note
that CNV has the same genome organization) and the prototypical DI-72
RNA. Tombusvirus RNAs contain five open reading frames of which two
are expressed from the genomic RNAs (shown by open boxes) and three
(shown by black boxes) are expressed from two subgenomic RNAs. The
four noncontiguous regions (indicated by roman numerals) from which the
TBSV-derived DI-72 RNA is derived are depicted with boxes (gray boxes
for noncoding and black for coding regions). (B) Schematic representation
of constructs tested in the in vitro CNV RdRp assays. The 5 ends of all
constructs contain the 221-nt heterologous minus-strand MDV sequence
(MDV is a satellite RNA of bacteriophage Q) (Axelrod et al., 1991) and
a short anchor sequence (ANC, 17 nt) (Panavas et al., 2002a). The actual
3-end sequences of the two constructs are shown in 3 to 5 orientation,
since the TBSV sequences represent minus-stranded RNAs. The TBSV
sequences constitute position 1 to 28 of TBSV in construct cPR28. Note
that the 3-terminal sequence in construct cPR28 contains an imperfect
repeat (underlined). The nucleotides deleted in constructs cPR11 and
cPR288 are shown with dashed lines. The sites of transcription initiation
are marked with arrows above the sequences. The efficiency of RNA
transcription was compared to the level of transcription obtained with
construct cPR11 (100%) and percentage values are shown above the
arrows (Panavas et al., 2002a).
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tended promoter region with the 3-terminal region func-
tioning as a core promoter, while the 3 proximal region acts
as a PPE element. Further strengthening of the relationship
between the PPE element and cPR11 is the ability of the
PPE element to serve as a functional promoter when it is
located at the 3 end (see template cPR8, Fig. 1B, data not
shown). Interestingly, all sequenced tombusviruses contain
cPR11 and PPE-like sequences, suggesting that these cis-
acting elements are important for tombusvirus replication
(Fig. 2).
Enhancement of promoter strength by duplicated core
promoter sequences in vitro
To obtain supporting data for the feasibility of such
duplication events and to analyze the role of duplicated
promoter sequences, we constructed an artificially dupli-
cated promoter sequence, which included cPR11 of TBSV
at the 3 end, and a second cPR11 located adjacent to the
3-terminal cPR11 (construct cPR11/cPR11, Fig. 3A). We
will describe the position of the first copy of the cPR11 as
“3-terminal” and the internally located second cPR11 as
“3-proximal” below in the text. Based on our above model
that proposes the existence of two functional elements
within the extended cPR28 promoter, we predicted that the
3-terminal cPR11 should serve as an initiation element
(promoter), while the 3 proximal cPR11 should act as a
PPE element. This model was tested in the in vitro tombus-
virus RdRp system as shown below.
The duplicated promoter sequence in construct cPR11/
cPR11 (Fig. 3A) was attached to a 5 heterologous region
(termed ANC/MDV, Fig. 1B) that is alone an inactive
template in the standard tombusvirus RdRp assay (Panavas
et al., 2002a). The use of ANC/MDV sequence facilitates
correct folding of the RNA and reduces the extent of primer
extension in the tombusvirus RdRp assay (Panavas et al.,
2002a). The in vitro RdRp assay revealed that construct
cPR11/cPR11 with the duplicated promoter sequence sup-
ported RNA synthesis by 2.7-fold more efficiently than the
control construct cPR11 that contained only a single core
promoter sequence at the 3 end (lanes 1 and 2, Fig. 3B;
note that the RdRp product that was generated by initiation
from the 3-terminal cytidylate is marked with an arrow).
The level of enhancement of RNA synthesis by the 3
proximal cPR11 in construct cPR11/cPR11 is comparable to
that obtained with the wt PPE element in construct cPR28
(Fig. 1B). Importantly, initiation from the 3 proximal
cPR11 promoter sequence was very low (17% of the level
of initiation from the 3 end for construct cPR11, Fig. 3A).
Fig. 3. Effect of duplication of the minimal plus-strand initiation promoter
on the efficiency of RNA transcription by the CNV RdRp. (A) Schematic
representation of constructs tested in in vitro CNV RdRp assays. The
sequence of cPR11 is shown boldfaced and the internally located cPR11
sequence is italicized. The artificial sequences are depicted with small
letters, while the promoter from satC of TCV is boxed. The 5 ends of all
constructs (not shown) contain the same ANC/MDV sequence (Fig. 1). The
actual 3-end sequence of each construct, the sites of initiations, and the
efficiency of transcription (with standard error) are as described in the
legend to Fig. 1. (B) Representative denaturing gel analyses of radiolabeled
RNA products synthesized by in vitro transcription with CNV RdRp.
Arrows point to the RdRp products generated by initiation from the
3-terminus, while asterisks depict initiation products from the internal
promoters or artificial sequences. The shown samples were not treated with
RNase I. Each experiment was repeated three times.
Fig. 2. Short duplicated sequences at the 3 end of minus-strand RNAs of
tombusviruses, the related carmoviruses, and their associated satellite and
DI RNAs. The sequences are from GenBank and are shown in 3 to 5
orientation since they represent minus-strand sequences. The three con-
served motifs (i.e., UC, A/U, and A/G) are shown in open, shaded, and dark
boxes, respectively. The carmovirus sequences closed in empty boxes and
shaded boxes, respectively, may have similar functions with cPR11 and
PPE, respectively. They may have been generated by sequence duplication,
followed by sequence evolution (see text for details). The lengths of these
putative elements are comparable, except for the genomic TCV RNA that
is shorter. X means undetermined nucleotide. The following abbreviations
were used: Cymbidium ringspot virus (CyRSV), Artichoke mottled crinkle
virus (AMCV), Carnation mosaic virus (CarMV), and Carnation Italian
ringspot virus (CIRV).
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Internal initiation from the wt PPE element in construct
cPR28 was also low (less than 2% of 3-terminal initiation)
(Panavas et al., 2002a). Overall, this experiment demon-
strates that initiation preferably occurs from the 3-terminal
core promoter and the duplicated promoter sequence at the
3-proximal position can act as a PPE element, enhancing
RNA synthesis by almost threefold in vitro.
To analyze what sequences can work as PPE elements,
we either mutated the PPE sequence (i.e., the 3-proximal
cPR11 in construct cPR11/cPR11, Fig. 3A) or replaced it
with artificial G/C-rich or A/U-rich sequences or with a
heterologous carmovirus sequence, as shown in Fig. 3A.
Introduction of an A-to-U mutation into the purine-rich
portion of the PPE sequence and deletion of an adenosine
between the duplicated sequences (construct cPR11/
cPR11*, lane 3, Fig. 2A–B) reduced the level of template
activity slightly when compared to cPR11/cPR11 (down
from 266 to 173%, Fig. 3A). In contrast, altering the two
cytidines to adenosines in combination with deletion of an
adenosine between the duplicated sequences (construct
cPR11/mut-PR11, lane 4 in Fig. 3A–B) or replacing the
entire PPE sequence with an artificial GC-rich sequence
(construct cPR11/GC, lane 5 in Fig. 3A–B) reduced the
level of RNA synthesis to the level supported by construct
cPR11 that contain a single 3-terminal cPR11 sequence and
lacks the PPE sequence (lane 1 in Fig. 3A–B). The finding
that a mutated cPR11 sequence or a G/C-rich sequence
cannot function as PPE elements suggests that the sequence
of the PPE element plays a specific role in stimulation of
RNA synthesis rather than serving as a spacer to facilitate
the presentation of the core promoter for RdRp binding or
recognition (see Discussion).
Replacement of the PPE sequence with an artificial AU-
rich sequence (termed AU sequence that also contains two
cytidylates at its 3 border, see construct cPR11/AU, lane 7
in Fig. 3A–B) resulted in almost fourfold increase in the
level of RNA synthesis when compared to construct cPR11.
Interestingly, a single copy of the AU sequence at the
3-terminal location, in the absence of cPR11 sequence, can
act only as a “weak” promoter (15% of template activity of
that of cPR11, lane 8, Fig. 3A–B). These experiments sug-
gest that the AU sequence can function as an efficient PPE
element, but it is an inefficient promoter element in vitro.
The last sequence tested for possible PPE-like activity
was the 11-nt-long promoter sequence derived from satC
(termed the 3PE by Guan et al., 2000, which we rename
here as cTCV to differentiate it from the TBSV-derived
sequences), a satellite RNA associated with TCV infections
(Simon and Howell, 1987). The cTCV sequence is located
close to the 3 end in the minus-strand (positions 11–21 in
satC) (Guan et al., 2000). The sequence of cTCV is 45%
similar to cPR11 and it is recognized efficiently by the
tombusvirus RdRp in vitro (lane 10, Fig. 3A–B and Panavas
et al., 2002a). When the cTCV sequence was inserted at the
3-proximal position in construct cPR11/cTCV (lane 11,
Fig. 3A–B), this resulted in increased level of initiation
from the 3-terminal cPR11 by 70%. In construct cPR11/
cTCV, the 3-proximal cTCV sequence supported only in-
efficient initiation within the cTCV sequence, suggesting
that it was primarily used as a PPE element by the tombus-
virus RdRp in vitro. Overall, we conclude that the cTCV
sequence can function as a PPE element, although its PPE-
like function is less efficient than that of the wt PPE element
or the cPR11 sequence (compare constructs cPR28, Fig. 1B,
cPR11/cTCV, and cPR11/cPR11, lanes 2 and 11, Fig. 3A).
Enhancement of RNA synthesis from an artificial
promoter with PPE elements in vitro
To test if the above PPE elements (namely cPR11 and
the AU sequence, Fig. 3A) can also stimulate RNA synthe-
sis from initiation elements other than cPR11, we chose the
artificial AU sequence, which functions as a weak promoter
at the 3-terminal location (construct AU, lane 8, Fig. 3A–
B). We inserted either the cPR11 or the AU sequence
adjacent to the 3-terminal AU sequence to generate con-
structs AU/cPR11 and AU/AU, as shown in Fig. 4A (lanes
2 and 3). The in vitro RdRp assay revealed that the level of
initiation from the 3-terminal AU sequence was increased
by almost three- and sevenfold (i.e., up from 15 to 48 and
108%, respectively, Fig. 4A–B) for constructs AU/cPR11
Fig. 4. “Strengthening” of the promoter activity of an artificial AU-rich
sequence by adjacent sequences. (A) The actual 3-end sequences of the
constructs tested are shown in 3 to 5 orientation, while the 5 ANC/MDV
region (Fig. 1) is not shown. The sites of initiations and the efficiency of
transcription (with standard error) are as described in the legend to Fig. 1.
(B) Representative denaturing gel analyses of radiolabeled RNA products
synthesized by in vitro transcription with CNV RdRp. Arrows point to the
RdRp products generated by initiation from the 3-terminus, while asterisks
depict initiation products from the internal promoters or artificial se-
quences.
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and AU/AU. These data demonstrate that an artificial AU
promoter can be “strengthened” by duplicating its sequence
or by adding cPR11 as the PPE element. Interestingly, the
duplicated artificial AU sequence (i.e., the combination of a
weak promoter plus a PPE element) in construct AU/AU
supported de novo initiation as efficiently as the wt cPR11
did in the absence of a PPE element.
Promoter duplication can also stimulate minus-strand
synthesis
In contrast to the 3 end of the minus strands of tombus-
viruses that contain imperfectly repeated sequences (see
above and Fig. 2), the 3 end of the plus-strand RNA has a
unique sequence that serves as a promoter for minus-strand
synthesis (termed gPR or genomic promoter) (Panavas et
al., 2002a, 2002b). The gPR promoter includes a 19-nt-long
sequence derived from the 3 end of the plus-stranded RNA,
which consists of a 4-nt single-stranded tail at the very 3
end and an adjacent stem-loop structure (Havelda et al.,
1997; Panavas et al., 2002a, 2002b). To test if promoter
duplication can also result in stimulation of RNA synthesis
with the gPR promoter, we made construct gPR/gPR (Fig.
5A), which contains two adjacent copies of the gPR se-
quence. Interestingly, duplication of the gPR sequence (lane
2, Fig. 5A–B) resulted in an almost threefold increase of
minus-strand initiation from the 3 end in the in vitro RdRp
assay when compared to the control construct (gPR, lane 1
in Fig. 5A–B), which carries only a single copy of the gPR
sequence at the 3 end. Initiation from the cytidylate located
at the 3 border of the 3-proximal gPR was inefficient (9%,
Fig. 5A), demonstrating that the 3-terminal gPR was fa-
vored for initiation over the 3-proximal gPR by the tom-
busvirus RdRp. In contrast, an artificial G/C-rich sequence
at the 3-proximal location did not function as a PPE ele-
ment in combination with the 3-terminal gPR promoter
(see construct gPR/GC, lane 3, Fig. 5A–B). Overall, these
experiments demonstrated that duplication of the gPR se-
quence, similar to the effect of duplication of cPR11, could
stimulate 3-terminal initiation of RNA synthesis by almost
threefold in vitro.
To test how the combination of the two functional pro-
moters of tombusviruses, i.e., cPR11 and gPR, affect the
function of each other, we inserted gPR at the 3 proximal
position, while cPR11 was placed at the 3-terminal position
(construct cPR11/gPR, lane 3, Fig. 6A). Construct cPR11/
gPR supported initiation from the 3-terminal cPR11 75%
more efficiently than the level of initiation supported by a
single cPR11 sequence (construct cPR11, lane 1, Fig. 6A–
B). As expected, initiation from the 3-proximal gPR de-
creased more than 10-fold when compared to construct gPR
that contained a single gPR promoter at the 3 end (lane 2,
Fig. 6A–B). This result suggests that duplication of a func-
tional promoter is not the only way to generate a PPE
element (see above), but the presence of a functional het-
erologous promoter at the 3-proximal location is also suf-
ficient for PPE function in vitro.
3-preferential initiation by the tombusvirus RdRp
To gain more insight into the mechanism of PPE func-
tion and to understand why initiation from the 3-proximal
promoter is inhibited in the presence of the 3-terminal
promoter, we introduced “spacer” sequences between the
PPE element and the promoter sequence in construct
cPR11/gPR, as shown in Fig. 6A. Introduction of a 9-nt-
long spacer with high purine content (construct cPR11/
SPA9/gPR, lane 6, Fig. 6A–B) between the promoter and
the PPE sequences did not change the overall profile of
initiation that, similar to in the case of cPR11/gPR (lane 3,
Fig. 6A–B), occurred efficiently from the 3-terminal cPR11
and inefficiently from the 3-proximal gPR. Interestingly,
initiation from the 3-terminus occurred efficiently in the
presence of the SPA9 sequence (lane 6, Fig. 6A–B), sug-
gesting that this spacer sequence did not interfere with the
Fig. 5. Effect of duplication of the minus-strand initiation promoter on
template activity. (A) Schematic representation of double-promoter con-
taining constructs tested in in vitro CNV RdRp assays. The actual 3-end
sequence of each construct is shown in 3 to 5 orientation, while the
5-ANC/MDV sequence (Fig. 1A) is not shown. The core minus-strand
initiation promoter (gPR) is boxed, while the artificial sequence is shown
with lowercase letters. The sites of expected initiation products are shown
with arrows. Numbers above the arrows show the percentage of initiation
as compared to gPR (100%). (B) Representative denaturing gel analyses of
radiolabeled RNA products synthesized by in vitro transcription with CNV
RdRp. Arrows point to the RdRp products generated by initiation from the
3-terminus, while asterisks depict initiation products from internal por-
tions of the gPR sequence (only those products for which initiation sites
were mapped are marked). The 3-terminal cytidylate in the gPR is used for
de novo initiation by the tombusvirus RdRp, although initiation also occurs
within its stem-loop structure as well in vitro (indicated by an asterisk in
Fig. 4B). In addition to the 3-terminal initiation, four more shorter-than-
template-sized RdRp products were generated that were RNase I resistant
(not shown). Based on size estimation, these additional RdRp products are
likely generated by internal initiation that occurred within the duplicated
gPR sequences.
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function of the PPE element. By deleting the 3-terminal
cPR11 sequence in construct cPR11/SPA9/gPR (see con-
structs SPA9/gPR, lane 5, Fig. 6A–B), we positioned the
spacer sequence (that lacked cytidines to avoid initiation) at
the 3 end. The in vitro RdRp assay revealed that construct
SPA9/gPR supported inefficient initiation from the 3-prox-
imal gPR sequence, similar to the low level of internal
initiation from the 3 proximal gPR sequence obtained with
construct cPR11/SPA9/gPR (lanes 5 and 6, Fig. 6A–B).
This result suggests that initiation from the 3-proximal gPR
sequence cannot only be inhibited by a 3-terminal promoter
sequence but by a nonspecific 3-terminal sequence as well.
This supports a model for 3-preferential initiation by the
tombusvirus RdRp (see Discussion).
It is possible, though it is unlikely based on computer
predicted structure analysis, that the SPA9 sequence may
affect the folding of the 3-proximal gPR sequence in con-
struct cPR11/SPA9/gPR and SPA9/gPR. To address this
possibility, we inserted three other spacer sequences sepa-
rately between the 3-terminal cPR11 and the 3-proximal
gPR, namely SPA19, cPR11, and SPA21 (see constructs
cPR11/SPA19/gPR, cPR11/cPR11/gPR, and cPR11/
SPA21/gPR, Fig. 6A). Initiation from the 3-proximal gPR
was low for all three constructs containing the spacer se-
Fig. 6. Effect of the position of the promoter sequence on initiation by the CNV RdRp. (A) The actual 3-end sequences of the constructs tested are shown
in 3 to 5 orientation, while the 5-ANC/MDV region (Fig. 1) is not shown. The sequences of cPR11 and gPR are shown boldfaced and boxed, respectively.
The artificial “spacer” sequences are depicted with lowercase letters. Arrows point to the RdRp products generated by initiation from the 3-terminus, while
asterisks depict initiation products from internal positions (only those products for which initiation sites were mapped are marked). The efficiency of
transcription (with standard error) was measured as described in the legend to Fig. 1. (B) Representative denaturing gel analyses of radiolabeled RNA products
synthesized by in vitro transcription with CNV RdRp. Arrows point to the RdRp products generated by initiation from the 3-terminus, while asterisks depict
initiation products from the internal promoters or artificial sequences. We mapped the initiation sites based on the sizes of the RdRp products and the sequence
of the constructs tested. The unlabeled extra bands represent RdRp products for which the initiation had not been mapped.
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quences (cPR11/SPA19/gPR, cPR11/cPR11/gPR, and
cPR11/SPA21/gPR, lanes 4, 7, 9, Fig. 6A–B). We also
tested the in vitro RdRp activity of construct SPA21/gPR
that contained the SPA21 spacer sequence at the 3 end in
addition to a single gPR sequence at the 3-proximal posi-
tion. The level of initiation from the 3-proximal gPR was
comparable to that obtained with cPR11/SPA21/gPR (lanes
8 and 9, Fig. 6A–B). Therefore, based on these results, we
conclude that both the 3-terminally located functional pro-
moters and the nonfunctional spacer sequences can inhibit
initiation from the 3-proximal promoters (PPE elements).
The simplest interpretation of the results of Fig. 5A–B is
that the tombusvirus RdRp prefers initiation to take place
from promoters located at the 3-terminus. Interestingly, it
seems that the spacers can affect internal initiation as well.
For example, constructs containing the SP21 spacer se-
quence (SPA21/gPR and cPR11/SPA21/gPR, lanes 8–9, Fig.
6A–B) supported internal initiation with moderately high (33–
38%) efficiencies. This suggests that the internally located
promoter is responsive to the 3-neighboring sequence.
To test if the 3-preferential initiation by the tombusvirus
RdRp is also the case for the cPR11 promoter, we inserted
the SPA21 sequence at the 3 border of cPR11 in constructs
SPA21/cPR11 and gPR/SPA21/cPR11 (lanes 11–12, Fig.
6A–B). The RdRp assay revealed that the 3-terminally
positioned SPA21 spacer also inhibited initiation from the
3-proximal cPR11 promoter, confirming that the inhibition
of initiation from the 3-proximal elements by a 3-termi-
nally located sequence is not sequence or promoter specific.
An additional interesting observation with the spacer
constructs is that the three longest spacers (i.e., SPA21,
SPA19, and cPR11 in constructs cPR11/SPA21/gPR,
cPR11/SPA19/gPR, cPR11/cPR11/gPR, lanes 4, 7, and 9,
Fig. 6A–B) inhibited RNA synthesis by20–50% from the
3-terminal cPR11 when compared to that obtained with
cPR11/gPR (lane 3, Fig. 6A–B). Moreover, SPA21 also
inhibited 3-terminal initiation from the gPR promoter by
33% (compare construct gPR/SPA21/cPR11 with gPR,
lanes 2 and 12, Fig. 6A–B). In contrast, inhibition of RNA
synthesis from the 3-terminus was not observed with the
spacer SPA9 (lane 6, Fig. 6A–B). Further experiments will
be needed if the sequence/structure or the length of the
spacer plays a role in inhibition of RNA synthesis.
Deletion of the PPE sequence reduces DI RNA
replication in protoplasts
To test if the PPE element functions as an enhancer of
replication in vivo, we compared the accumulation of DI-72
RNA, a prototypical DI RNA, and DI-PPE, which lacked
the PPE sequence, in the presence of the wt helper virus in
Nicotiana benthamiana protoplasts. Northern blot analysis
revealed that 24 h after electroporation plus strands of
DI-PPE accumulated only at 20% of the wt DI-72 RNA
level (Fig. 7). Although the level of minus-strand RNA was
also reduced for DI-PPE to 45% of the wt DI-72 RNA, the
reduction was significantly less than for plus-strand RNAs
(Fig. 7B). This suggests that plus-strand RNA synthesis was
affected more dramatically by deletion of PPE than minus-
strand synthesis, which is in agreement with its proposed
role in plus-strand synthesis (see Discussion). The observed
difference in accumulation is unlikely due to decreased
stability of DI-PPE, since DI-PPE RNA showed a sim-
ilar degradation profile to the wt in the absence of the helper
virus in protoplasts (Fig. 8). Therefore, the difference in
accumulation between DI-PPE and wt DI-72 RNA is pos-
sibly caused by the reduced replication rate of DI-PPE
RNA when compared to DI-72 RNA. This observation is
consistent with the proposal that the PPE element function
as a replication enhancer in vivo (see Discussion).
Discussion
Using an in vitro RdRp assay, we demonstrate in this
article that the 11-nt-long imperfectly repeated sequence at
the 3 end of the minus-stranded tombusvirus RNA contains
Fig. 7. Effect of the PPE element on DI RNA accumulation in protoplasts. (A)
Northern blot analysis of DI RNA accumulation in protoplasts. wt DI-72 and
DI-PPE RNAs (1 g) were electroporated in combination with the full-
length, infectious gCNV RNA (2 g) into N. benthamiana protoplasts (5 
105 cells per experiment). Total RNA was isolated, electrophoresed, and
blotted onto a membrane, followed by probing with 32P-labeled RNA specific
for either plus-strand (left) or minus-strand (right) DI RNA (see Materials and
methods). The same amount of total RNA was used for loading onto the gels
based on the estimation of the host ribosomal RNA in ethidium bromide
stained gels (not shown). The names of the DI constructs are shown on the top.
DI-PPE RNA lacks the sequence representing the 3-PPE element. The
samples were taken 24 h after electroporation. The experiment was repeated
three times. (B) Relative accumulation of plus strands and minus strands of
DI-PPE RNA in protoplast is shown. The accumulation level of DI-PPE
RNA (represented by black boxes) was compared to the WT DI-72 RNA
(represented by gray boxes) after 24 h incubation. The amounts of DI RNAs
were measured using a phosphorimager.
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two functional domains: the 3-terminal sequence, termed
cPR11, that can function as a minimal plus-strand initiation
promoter (Panavas et al., 2002a); and the 3-proximal PPE
element that can enhance initiation from the 3-terminal
promoter by almost threefold. The supporting evidence for
the presence of the 3-proximal PPE includes the following:
(i) Construct cPR28 that contains both the cPR11 promoter
and the 3-proximal PPE is almost threefold more efficient
in initiation of plus-strand synthesis in vitro than construct
cPR11 that contains the 3-terminal promoter, but lacks the
PPE element (Fig. 1B); (ii) Mutagenesis of the PPE element
at conserved positions reduced initiation from the 3-termi-
nal promoter (construct cPR11/mut-PR11, Fig. 3A); (iii)
Replacing the PPE element with an artificial G/C-rich se-
quence reduced promoter activity to the level obtained with
a single cPR11 sequence in the absence of a PPE element
(construct cPR11/GC, Fig. 3A).
Importantly, the PPE element may also function in rep-
lication in vivo, since deletion of the PPE sequence in DI-72
RNA, a model template, reduced the level of DI RNA
replication in protoplasts by fivefold (Fig. 7). In contrast,
accumulation of minus-strand DI-72 RNA was reduced only
by over twofold. We also demonstrate that the PPE se-
quence does not appear to affect the stability of the DI RNA
in protoplast (Fig. 8). These results suggest that the PPE
element functions primarily during plus-strand synthesis.
The effect on minus-strand synthesis may be indirect, since
it is possible that tombusviruses, similar to carmoviruses,
replicate in a cycling manner (Nagy et al., 1999, 2001).
Briefly, the newly made plus strands by the viral RdRp may
be copied again to minus strands and then those minus
strands to plus strands, and so on repeatedly. This model
predicts that affecting plus-strand synthesis should also in-
fluence minus-strand synthesis during repeated rounds of
replication. It is also possible that deletion of the PPE
sequence in DI-72 RNA might affect replication during
minus-strand synthesis via affecting the function of the 5
end of the plus strand that is known to harbor the T-shape
replication element (Wu et al., 2001). Nevertheless, our in
vivo results are the most consistent with the model that PPE
element functions primarily during plus-strand synthesis,
since that step was affected to the largest extent in the
absence of the PPE element (Fig. 7).
Since the PPE element is similar in sequence to cPR11,
the core plus-strand initiation promoter, it is highly possible
that the PPE element was generated via sequence duplica-
tion of the core promoter element, followed by limited
sequence evolution. The model that sequence duplication of
the core promoter is indeed a possible mechanism of the
formation of the PPE element is supported by the following
observations: (i) the 3-terminal sequences in the minus-
stranded RNAs are imperfectly repeated for members of
tombusviruses and the related carmoviruses (Fig. 2, Guan et
al., 2000); (ii) the PPE sequence, when located at the 3-
terminus, can function as a promoter, albeit less efficiently
than cPR11 (construct cPR288, Fig. 1B); (iii) duplication
of the functional cPR11 promoter enhanced RNA synthesis
by almost threefold in the in vitro tombusvirus RdRp assay
(construct cPR11/cPR11, Fig. 3A), which is comparable to
the level of enhancement obtained with the wt PPE element
in vitro; and (iv) the duplicated cPR11 sequences functioned
in a way similar to the combination of the wt core promoter
and the wt PPE, since the 3-terminal cPR11 acted as the
initiation sequence, while the 3-proximally located cPR11
sequence did not serve efficiently as an initiation sequence.
The model that sequence duplication can contribute to
formation of new cis-acting sequences is supported by ob-
servations obtained with several viruses. For example,
White and Morris (1994) isolated a tombusvirus-associated
DI RNA with a duplicated region from protoplasts that was
more competitive in vivo than the authentic DI RNA.
Pogany et al. (1994) reported that Broad bean mottle virus,
a bromovirus, spontaneously generated a highly competitive
RNA3 carrying a duplicated sequence at the 5-terminus
(that corresponds to the 3 end in the minus strand). In
addition, the 5 region in different isolates of Alfalfa mosaic
virus contains three to five copies of a repeated sequence
with similarity to the ICR2 motif, a known cis-acting ele-
ment (Van der Vossen et al., 1996). Guan et al. (2000) also
noticed the presence of a repeated sequence at the 3 end of
minus-strand satC and other carmovirus RNAs. They termed
this sequence the Carmovirus consensus sequence (CCS, C2–3
Fig. 8. Comparison of the stability of WT DI-72 and DI-PPE RNAs in
protoplasts. (A) Northern blot analysis of DI RNA levels in protoplasts.
Protoplasts were electroporated with either the WT DI-72 or the DI-PPE
RNAs (1 g) in the absence of the helper. Total RNA extraction and
Northern blot analysis was performed as described in the legend to Fig. 7.
The samples were taken 0, 6, 12, 20, and 24 h after electroporation. The
experiment was repeated three times. (B) Relative levels of plus-stranded
WT DI-72 and DI-PPE RNAs are shown (wt DI-72 RNA was chosen as
100% after 0 h incubation). The amounts of DI RNA in each lane were
measured using a phosphorimager.
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A/U A/U A/U), which is required for plus-strand synthesis in
vivo. Interestingly, in this article we also show further evidence
for the role of sequence duplication in formation of new cis-
acting elements by testing the effect of duplicated tombusvirus
and artificial promoter sequences. This included duplicating
the minimal minus-strand initiation promoter (construct gPR/
gPR, Fig. 5A) and the artificial AU promoter (construct AU/
AU, Fig. 4A) that resulted in an almost three- to sevenfold
increase in the level of RNA synthesis from the 3 end.
Duplication of core promoter sequences that results in the
transformation of the 3-proximal sequence to a PPE element
can be a very efficient and “easy” way for tombusviruses to
evolve to more efficiently replicating viruses. The in vitro data
presented in this article suggest that this may potentially occur
with both minus- and plus-strand initiation promoters. Yet, it
seems that this mechanism is primarily used to increase the
strength of the plus-strand initiation promoter (complemen-
tary-strand promoter), but not the minus-strand initiation
(genomic) promoter in tombusviruses. Indeed, we did not find
significant similarity between the gPR sequence and the adja-
cent region in TBSV and its associated DI RNAs, except a 5-nt
repeated sequence (5-UGCAG) within the gPR itself. This
suggests that promoter duplication at the 3 end did not play a
role in the evolution of plus-stranded RNA and therefore, the
overall organization of cis-acting elements at the 3 ends of
plus and minus strands are different.
The difference in organization of plus- and minus-strand
initiation promoters may be dictated by the separate roles of
the plus- and minus-stranded RNAs in replication. Since
replication in tombusviruses, similar to most positive-strand
RNA viruses, is highly asymmetrical, which leads to more
abundant production of plus strands over the minus-strand
intermediates, we speculate that it is more useful for tom-
busviruses to increase the strength of their plus-strand ini-
tiation promoter by placing a PPE element at a proximal
location than the opposite scenario involving the minus-
strand initiation promoter. It is possible that the presence of
a PPE element located adjacent to gPR would be detrimen-
tal to tombusviruses since it would elevate the level of
minus-strand synthesis, leading to higher levels of double-
stranded viral replication intermediates, followed by rapid
recognition and degradation of viral RNAs by the host
surveillance system, called posttranscriptional gene silenc-
ing (Vance and Vaucheret, 2001; Waterhouse et al., 2001).
To gain insight into the possible mechanism of the PPE-
mediated enhancement of RNA synthesis, we have tested
numerous combinations of duplicated promoters or pro-
moter-like elements (Figs. 3–6). These experiments re-
vealed that the duplication of the same promoter sequence is
not the only way to create a PPE element. Accordingly,
placing heterologous viral or artificial promoters adjacent to
one another led to 1.5- to 3-fold increase in RNA synthe-
sis from the 3-terminal promoter (e.g., constructs cPR11/
cTCV, cPR11/AU, Fig. 3A; AU/cPR11, Fig. 4A, and
cPR11/gPR, Fig. 6A). To explain the stimulative effect
obtained with the wt PPE, the duplicated cPR11 or gPR and
with the combination of heterologous promoters, and the
lack of stimulation obtained with the artificial GC sequence
(constructs cPR11/GC, Fig. 3A, and gPR/GC, Fig. 5A), we
propose that the role of the functional PPE element is to
enhance the efficiency of binding or recruitment of the viral
RdRp that may result in more frequent initiation from the
3-terminal promoter. This function can explain the results
that the 3-proximal PPE element stimulated effectively the
initiation from a weak 3-terminal AU promoter (Fig. 4A).
One of the intriguing questions with the PPE element is that
initiation occurs only inefficiently within the PPE sequence,
despite its sequence similarity to the 3-terminal cPR11 pro-
moter and that it can function as a promoter when placed at the
3-terminus. Although it is possible that the 3-terminal pro-
moter sequence can directly inhibit initiation from the 3-
proximal PPE element, the in vitro experiments with extra
spacer sequences added between the cPR11 promoter and the
PPE element suggest that the 3 location of the promoter, due
to 3-preferential initiation by the tombusvirus RdRp, may be
an important factor. This model was also supported by the
inhibitory effect of two different extra sequences added to the
3 end of the PPE (Fig. 6A–B). It is possible that the 3-
proximal PPE element somehow is folded “incorrectly” in the
presence of extra 3-terminal sequences. For example, embed-
ding the initiation site into stable secondary structure is known
to inhibit initiation for other viral RdRps, including Q, TCV,
Turnip yellow mosaic virus, and BMV (Singh and Dreher,
1997, 1998; Yoshinari et al., 2000; Deiman et al., 2000). This,
however, is not likely for the constructs tested in Figs. 3–6,
since the Mfold program predicts similar folding for the cPR11
sequences in these constructs (not shown). Also, it is important
to note that the “rule of 3-preferential initiation” of RNA
synthesis by the tombusvirus RdRp is true only for those
promoter-like sequences that are located in the vicinity of the
3 end, but not on distant internal promoter-like sequences.
This is because efficient internal initiation by the tombusvirus
RdRp was documented for several templates when they con-
tained the promoter-like sequences “far” from the 3 end
(Panavas et al., 2002b).
Overall, we have demonstrated the existence of a novel
cis-acting element, the promoter proximal enhancer, which
is involved in plus-strand synthesis in tombusviruses. It is
intriguing that the PPE element is located adjacent to the
core plus-strand initiation promoter and that they are similar
in sequence. Based on this, we suggest that tombusviruses
and related viruses may evolve quickly by duplicating and
then modifying their cis-acting elements.
Materials and methods
Plant inoculation and CNV RdRp preparation
N. benthamiana plants were inoculated with CNV
genomic RNA transcripts obtained by standard T7 RNA
transcription using SmaI-linerized clone of pK2/
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M5p20STOP for CNV (Rochon, 1991). Construct pK2/
M5p20STOP, a full-length T7 RNA polymerase transcrib-
able cDNA clone of CNV genomic RNA, was the generous
gift of D’Ann Rochon. pK2/M5p20STOP contains a muta-
tion within the p20 gene that delays the lethal necrosis
induced by the wt CNV in N. benthamiana: CNV RdRp
preparations were obtained from systemically infected
leaves as described by Nagy and Pogany (2000).
Preparation of RNA templates
For the in vitro and the protoplasts experiments, RNA
templates were obtained by in vitro transcription reaction
with T7 RNA polymerase using PCR-amplified DNA tem-
plates (Panavas et al., 2002a). For the constructs of Figs.
3–6, the template was ANC/MDV (Fig. 1B and Panavas et
al., 2002a). The primers used are listed in Table 1, while the
primer sets are shown in Table 2 for each PCR amplifica-
tion. Several constructs were obtained by using sequential
PCR, where the product of the first PCR reaction was
gel-purified and used for a second round of PCR, as shown
in Table 2.
For the in vitro RdRp assay, the RNA transcripts were
purified using phenol/chloroform extraction, followed by
removal of the unincorporated nucleotides by repeated am-
monium acetate/isopropanol precipitation (Nagy et al.,
1997, 1999). For the protoplast experiments, the RNA tran-
scripts were prepared as described for the RdRp assay,
except the precipitation was done with ethanol/sodium ac-
etate, followed by washing the pellet three times with 70%
ethanol to remove residual salts. After ethanol precipitation,
the obtained RNA transcripts were dissolved in sterile water
and their amounts and sizes were measured by a UV spec-
trophotometer and 5% polyacrylamide/8 M urea gel (dena-
turing PAGE) analysis, respectively (Panavas et al., 2002a).
RdRp assay
RdRp reactions (50 l) were carried out as previously
described (Nagy and Pogany, 2000). Briefly, the RdRp
reactions were performed in the presence of 50 mM Tris–
HCl, pH 8.2, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, 100 mM potas-
sium glutamate, 1.0 mM ATP, CTP, and GTP, 0.01 mM
UTP (final concentration), and 0.5 l [32P]UTP (ICN) in 50
l total volume. Each RdRp reaction contained 0.5 g of
template RNA. After phenol/chloroform extraction and am-
Table 1
Primers used for construction of DNA templates for T7 RNA transcription
Primer Sequence Origin Position
80 GAAATTCTCCAAGGGTTTCATAGGGAGGC TBSV/TCV 1-11/11-21
85 GAAATTCTCCTGGGCTGCATTTCTGCAATGTTCC TBSV/TBSV 1-10/c4753-4776
102 GGGCTGCATTTCTGCAATGAAttccacaagtgacacct TBSV/TBSV c4757-4776/c4666-4682
155 TTCCAGGATTTCTCGACCTAGAAttccacaagtgacac TBSV/TBSV 8-28/c4666-4682
158 TTGGCGCCCGCCCGtccacaagtgacacct ART/TBSV -/c4666-4682
159 TTGGTTTATTTATTtccacaagtgacacct ART/TBSV -/c4666-4682
161 TTGGAAATTCTCCttccacaagtgacacct TBSV/TBSV 1-11/c4666-4682
162 TTGGAAATTCTCCAGGATTTCTCGAC TBSV 1-24
185 AAGGGTTTCATAGGGAGGccacaagtgacacct TCV/TBSV 11-21/c4666-4682
186 TTGGAAATTCTCCTGGG TBSV 1-11
194 GTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGGAACCCCCCTTC MDV c206-221
201 ttccacaagtgacacctGGGGACCCCCCGGAA TBSV/MDV c4666-4682/1-15
221 TTGGAAATTCTCCTTTATCTTTGGGCTGCATTTCTGCA TBSV/ART/TBSV1 1-11/c4760-4776
222 TTGGAAATTCTCCTTTATCTTTATTTATCTTTGGGCTGCA TBSV/ART/TBSV 1-11/-/c4769-4776
223 TTGGAAATTCTCCTGGAAATTCTCCTGGGCTGCA TBSV/TBSV 1-11/c4769-4776
242 TTCTCACTCACTCACTCATTTGGGCTGCATTTCTGCA ART/TBSV -/c4760-4776
243 TTGGAAATTCTCCTTCTCACTCACTCACTCATTTG TBSV/ART 1-11/-
244 TTCTCACTCACTCACTCATTTGGAAATTCTCCAGGA ART/TBSV -/1-15
245 GGGCTGCATTTCTGCAATGTTCTCACTCACTCACTCA TBSV/ART c4757-4776/-
246 TTTATCTTTGGGCTGCAT ART/TBSV -/c4768-4776
601 GGGCTGCATTTCTGCAATGGGGCTGCATTTCTGCAATGAAttccacaag TBSV/TBSV c4757-4776/c4757-4776
602 GGGCTGCATTTCTGCAATGGGCGCCCGCCCGtccacaag TBSV/ART c4757-4776/
603 TTGGAAATTCTCCGGTTTATTTATTTttccacaag TBSV/ART 1-11/-
604 TTGGTTTATTTATTTGGAAATTCTCCttccacaag ART/TBSV -/1-11
605 TTGGTTTATTTATTTGGTTTATTTATTTttccacaag ART/ART -/-
614 TTGGAAATTCTCCTGGAAATTCTCCttccacaag TBSV/TBSV 1-11/1-11
615 TTGGAAATTCTCCGGAAATTCaCCttccacaag TBSV/TBSV 1-11/1-8
617 TTGGAAATTCTCCTTAAATTCTCCttccacaag TBSV/TBSV 1-11/3-11
768 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGAAATTCTCCACCTAGTTCGTTTATC TBSV/TBSV 1-11/23-38
Note. The following symbols were used: lower case for the anchor sequence; italics for the T7 promoter; gray shading for artificial (nonviral) sequences;
bold case for the plus-strand initiation sequence (cPR sequence); while underlined sequences show the minus-strand initiation sequences (gPR sequence).
MDV, a 221-nt-long satellite RNA of bacteriophage Q (Axelrod et al., 1991).
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monium acetate/isopropanol precipitation, half the amount
of the RdRp products was treated with RNase I nuclease as
recommended by the supplier (Ambion). Subsequently, the
RdRp products were analyzed on a 20- or 32-cm-long de-
naturing 5% PAGE/8 M urea gel, followed by analysis with
a phosphorimager as described (Nagy and Pogany, 2000).
Each experiment was repeated three times.
Preparation of protoplasts
N. benthamiana protoplasts were prepared from callus
cells as described (Panaviene et al., submitted for publica-
tion). Briefly, cells were treated with 0.5 g cellulysin and
0.1 g macerase (Calbiochem) in 50 ml protoplast incubation
media (Kong et al., 1997) for 4.5 h with gentle shaking at
25°C. The protoplasts were washed twice with 0.5 M man-
nitol and once with the electroporation buffer (10 mM
HEPES, 10 mM NaCl, 120 mM KCl, 4 mM CaCl2, 200 mM
mannitol). Protoplasts (5  105) were electroporated with 2
g gCNV RNA transcripts (Rochon, 1991) and 1 g DI-72
or DI-PPE RNA transcripts. For the RNA stability exper-
iments (Fig. 8), we have omitted the gCNV RNA tran-
scripts. Protoplasts were incubated in 35  10 mm petri
dishes in the dark for 24– 48 h at 22°C (unless shown
otherwise).
RNA analysis
Total RNA was extracted from 1 ml of protoplasts using
RNA extraction buffer (Nagy et al., 1999, 2001) and phenol,
followed by phenol/chloroform purification. RNA was pre-
cipitated using 95% ethanol. For Northern blot analysis, we
used 1/10th of the total extracted RNA that was preincu-
bated with formamide at 85°C before loading onto 1.2%
agarose gel. After electrophoresis, RNA was transferred by
electrotransfer to Hybond-XL membrane (Amersham-Phar-
macia) and hybridized with genomic DI-72-specific RNA
probe in ULTRAhyb hybridization buffer using the condi-
tions recommended by the supplier (Ambion). The probe
to detect plus-strand DI RNA was complementary to the
5 169-nt (region I, Fig. 1) of DI-72. This probe was
obtained by T7 transcription from PCR-generated DNA
(primers 15, 5-GTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCAT-
gTCGCTTGTTTGTTG, and primers 20, 5-GGAAAT-
TCTCCAGGATTTCTC) in the presence of [32P]UTP.
Following transcription and DNase 1 treatment (Ambion),
the unincorporated nucleotides were removed using Micro
Bio-Spin columns P-30 (Bio-Rad).
The probe for detection of minus-strand RNAs repre-
sented region I sequences [R I(), Fig. 1A]. The RNA
probe was generated in in vitro T7 transcription reaction
from a PCR product amplified with primers 31 (5-GTA
ATACGACTCACTATAGGAAATTCTCCAGGATTTC)
and 678 (5-GGGCTGCATTTCTGCAATGGTCGCTTGT-
TTGTTGGA). The nucleotide concentration in the T7 reaction
was 10 mM, except for the UTP, which was reduced to 0.1
mM to facilitated better incorporation of [32P]UTP.
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